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National Accreditation Logo
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G1.1 Use of the national accreditation logo is restricted to UKAS, it shall not be
reproduced in advertisements, articles or publications referring to the work of UKAS
without permission from UKAS. The conditions of the use of the national
accreditation logo as detailed in this publication must be met.
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tion

1.1 How to use the BSI Mark of Trust marketing
logo to promote your achievement.
A BSI Mark of Trust marketing logo can be used as valuable tool to promote your certification. It helps
show customers about your commitment to excellence.
The type of marketing logo you will need to use will depend on the services you get from BSI.

Carbon
Monoxide
Alarms

If you hold BSI Kitemark
certification you can use the
marketing logo containing the
word “KITEMARK™”.

ISO 9001

Quality
Management

If you hold management system
certification (such as ISO 9001
Quality Management), you can
use the marketing logo which
contains the word “CERTIFIED”.
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laboratories
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UKAS
accredited
laboratories

FM 10671

BIM Design &
Construction
Capital/Delivery
ISO 19650-1 and -2

If you have a BSI Verification
certificate you can use the
marketing logo which contains
the word “VERIFIED”.

VERIFIED

If you have gained a
qualification with the
BSI Training Academy,
you can use the badge
which contains the word
“CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL”,
“PROFESSIONAL” or
“PRACTITIONER” to promote
your achievement.

Calibration
instrumentation
and reference
standards

The logos which are relevant to your organization will be made available to you online through the
BSI Assurance Portal.
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Reference
laser

Laser system* traceability chart
Details apply to all calibrations and recalibrations by Renishaw in UK,
USA, Japan and Germany
Signature

Customer’s
compensator
(and sensors)
Customer’s
laser

Date

14th June 2021

C. Hunt
General Manager, Laser & Calibration Products Division

*	XM-60 laser
XL-80 laser and XC-80 compensator
ML10 laser and EC10 compensator
** Under BIPM supervision the basic standards are exchanged between National Metrology Institutes

